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Specific three-point hydrogen bonding between diamidopyri-

dine (DAP) and thymine (Thy) was employed to reversibly

anchor ‘‘brush-like’’ Tri-DAP end-functionalized polystyrene

onto Thy-modified silica surfaces.

Fabricating polymers onto solid substrates is a versatile technique

not only to prepare new composite and functional materials but

also to provide artificial materials with ‘‘smart’’ surface behavior.1

These surfaces are capable of responding to environmental stimuli

such as temperature,2a pH,2b light,2c and solvents.2d In these

systems, subtle changes in surrounding environment result in large

macroscopic responses due to structural reorganization of the

grafted layers. This mobility permits external stimuli-induced

modulation of surface structures and on–off switching of their

respective functions in a broad range of technologies, including

colloidal stabilization,3a tailoring interfaces’ adhesion and wetting

properties,3b chemical gating,3c and drug delivery.3d,e

The ability to renew immobilized polymers with concomitant

recovery of initial surface properties is an important issue in such

areas as sensor/column regeneration and efficient recycling of

catalysts.4 Covalent attachment, which has been extensively

investigated,5 renders polymers permanently immobilized to the

surface so that other weaker non-covalent interactions must be

employed to provide the reversible binding process.6 By combining

both multi-point and multiple cooperative hydrogen bonding

interactions, the overall stability of the resulting structures are

substantially increased while the reversible nature of H-bonding

yields well behaved renewable systems.7 Additionally, in contrast

to non-specific physisorption,6a the specificity provided by multi-

point hydrogen-bonding recognition dyads can ultimately lead

to orthogonal surface modification employing the rich diversity of

synthetic recognition elements.8

Recently, we demonstrated the reversible adsorption/desorption

of block copolymers on gold self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)

using a thymine–diamidopyridine (Thy–DAP) three-point-hydro-

gen-bonding motif.9 In these studies, the binding elements were

decorated along the polymer backbone. This strategy results in

high affinity between the polymer and substrate, and therefore

requires harsh conditions (extended rinsing in boiling ethanol–

chloroform) for desorption of the polymer, limiting this method’s

practical application in terms of sequential testing and multiple

analyses. To overcome this limitation and make the surface

modification readily reversible, we have explored polymers

terminated by multiple recognition units using Hawker’s alkoxy-

amine LFR (Living Free Radical) initiators,10 which result in

simple desorption process at very mild conditions (THF at

room temperature). Herein we report the easily renewable tri-DAP

end-functionalized polystyrene (triDAP-PS) on modified silica

surfaces (Fig. 1). Moreover, the ‘‘brush-like’’ polymer we created

displays similar solvent induced morphology changes to previously

reported covalent attached polymer brushes, with the added

benefit of renewability.

End-functionalized polymer triDAP-PS in toluene (15 mM) was

selectively adsorbed onto thymine-silane derivatized silica surfaces
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Fig. 1 (A) Chemical structure of tri-DAP end-functionalized polystyrene

(TriDAP-PS). (B) Schematic illustration of reversible adsorption–

desorption of TriDAP-PS to/from the thymine-functionalized silicon

substrate (Thy-surface) and solvent-induced morphology changes. (C)

Specific interaction between DAP (on polymer) and Thy-surface; (D) The

control MeThy-surface, in which the methyl group disrupts the specific

Thy–DAP interaction, so that the MeThy-surface shows no adsorption of

polymers under identical conditions.
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(Thy-surface) (experimental details and corresponding charac-

terization are provided in the ESI{). X-Ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) was used to study the specificity associated

with the DAP–Thy three-point H-bonding interaction. At 15u
take-off angle, XPS provides the information of the topmost layer

(around 2 nm thickness). Fig. 2 shows that the intensity of carbon

signal of Thy-surfaces increased due to the formation of an

overlayer of carbon-rich polystyrene. In contrast, MeThy-surfaces

showed little uptake of polymer under identical conditions,

demonstrated by the unchanged intensity of carbon, oxygen and

silicon signals. This selectivity was also verified by ellipsometry and

water contact angle analysis. Formation of a y2 nm polymer

overlayer was observed on Thy-surfaces and the advancing water

contact angle increased up to 85u, while MeThy-surfaces showed

no change in either contact angle or film thickness.

The modified silica surfaces were treated with various solvents

to test the stability of grafted polymer layers. Ellipsometry data

(Fig. 3) show that toluene and diethyl ether, which are well known

to dissolve and rinse off spin-coated PS films, have no effect on the

immobilized polymer layer due to the multiple cooperative

H-bonding. Not surprisingly, the polymer film can also survive

polar solvent conditions, such as ethanol, acetonitrile and water,

because, as poor solvents for PS, they cannot penetrate through

the polymer layer to disrupt the interfacial DAP–Thy interactions.

The surface morphology of the polymer films can be controlled

by dipping modified surfaces into ethanol or toluene, based on

their different solvating ability of PS. According to previous

theoretical discussion11 and reports on covalent tethered polymer

brushes,5a,b in the presence of solvents, polymers confined near

surfaces reorganize into regular structures and show different

morphologies as a function of the interplay between polymer,

interface and solvent interactions. In an ethanolic solution, the PS

blocks collapse and aggregate with neighbors to form a core,

minimizing the contact with the non-solvent environment,

resulting in an array of surface-immobilized micelles with the

domain shape. This nanomorphology is retained upon slow

evaporation of ethanol as shown by atomic force microscopy

(AFM). However, toluene, a ‘‘good’’ solvent, results in a uniform

PS layer and relatively smoother interface (Fig. 4). An increase in

surface roughness is observed in ethanol-treated surfaces compared

with the surfaces treated by toluene (from 0.52 to 1.32 nm). The

solvent induced morphology change was verified using XPS (see

Fig. 2 XPS survey scans of the Thy-surface (A, B) and MeThy-surface

(C, D) before and after being immersed in the toluene solution of triDAP-

PS for 2 h, followed by thorough rinse with fresh toluene to remove

physisorbed polymers. Corresponding atomic concentration (from XPS),

advancing (Adv.)/receding (Rec.) water contact angle and ellipsometric

thickness analysis of the four surfaces (A–D). aValues reported here are an

average of ten separate measurements and in the range of ¡1–2u. bValues

for film thickness represent an average of five measurements at different

positions on the surfaces and in the range of ¡1 Å. cNo polymer

films detected.

Fig. 3 Ellipsometric analysis of thickness changes of modified surfaces

upon rinsing with different solvents. The captions on top of each bar

indicate which solvent was employed.

Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of solvent-induced morphology change (A),

and AFM images and corresponding height profiles of ethanol (B, D) and

toluene (C, E) treated surfaces.
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Fig. S6 in ESI{) The relative intensity of Si 2s and O 1s, compared

to C 1s, increased after the surface was treated with ethanol due to

the collapse of the uniform PS layer, which allowed the emitted Si

and O photoelectrons (from the substrate) more opportunity to

escape the polymer layer.

An important attribute of supramolecular chemistry is the

reversible binding process that can be employed to recover the

original surface. Although the modified surfaces were stable under

most solvent conditions, rinsing with THF (a good solvent for PS

and a competitive solvent for H-bonding) can efficiently remove

the adsorbed polymer layers. The resulting surfaces show the same

thickness as the original SAMs and the advancing contact angles

decreased from 83 to 65u as a result of the top layer switching from

the hydrophobic PS backbone to more hydrophilic Thy-surfaces.

AFM images indicate the removal of the polymer layer as the

surface becomes smooth and all the micelles were erased,

displaying similar features to the original SAMs. This renewable

modification displays good cyclability as the regenerated surface

was found to perform similar functions multiple times without

affecting its recognition ability (Fig. 5).

In summary, we demonstrated the reversible functionaliza-

tion of silica surfaces via specific H-bonding interaction using

‘‘brush-like’’ TriDAP-PS. The topographic structures together

with adsorption and desorption of the polymer film can be readily

controlled by appropriate choice of solvent systems. This study

provides new directions in corresponding fields in terms of

renewability based on the reversible nature of hydrogen bonding,

and orthogonal modification associated with the specific recogni-

tion interaction. Furthermore, the Tri-DAP unit can be easily

incorporated into other functional polymers to impart desired

mechanical, optical, electronic or biological properties onto various

substrates. The investigations are underway and will be reported in

due course.
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Fig. 5 Schematic illustration (A), AFM height profiles (B), and thickness

and contact angle changes (C), following (a) SAMs, and subsequent (b)

adsorption, (c) desorption, (d) readsorption, (e) redesorption of polymer

layer. See ESI{ for more detailed AFM information, including the second

adsorption–desorption cycles.
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